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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In recent years, there has been a renewed interest in how acts of animal cruelty, abuse and neglect frequently serve as an indicator and as a predictor of other crimes, including crimes against the human members of society. Law enforcement officers who in the past might have dismissed reports of animal cruelty as “it was only a cat” or “boys will be boys” are gaining a new-found respect for the potential significance of these acts, recognizing that they are crimes to be investigated and prosecuted. Law enforcement personnel are collaborating with animal control agencies, humane societies, domestic violence shelters, and child and adult protective services officials in a coordinated effort to prevent all forms of family violence. These forms of family violence are frequently linked, and are often committed by the same perpetrators. It is our hope that your viewing this presentation will help you to establish close connections with the animal welfare and animal control agencies in your community and begin the process of addressing animal abuse as also being a human safety issue.



About The Latham Foundation 
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www.latham.org 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
2- The Latham Foundation for the Promotion of Humane Education is a unique institution in the animal welfare world. Latham was founded in 1918 to promote a deeper understanding of and sympathy with animals and to promote children’s character development through kindness to animals and respect for one another. Latham believes that children raised to respect animals will grow up to be kinder to their fellow human beings. Since 1991, Latham has also been actively addressing the links between animal abuse and other forms of family and community violence.



Objectives: You will understand… 

• The significance of animal abuse as a                        
predictor and indicator of domestic violence                  
and other forms of family violence 
 

• Your state statutes affecting animal cruelty                    
and domestic violence  
 

• Techniques for investigating and gathering evidence in  
animal abuse/domestic violence cases 
 

• Law enforcement and criminal justice system strategies 
 

• Resources for additional information and training 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
3 – Our goal is that by the end of this training session, you will have a greater understanding of: - The significance of animal abuse as a crime and as a predictor and indicator of domestic violence and other forms of family violence;- Your state’s statutes affecting animal cruelty and domestic violence;-  Techniques for investigating and gathering evidence in animal abuse cases; - Relevant law enforcement and criminal justice system strategies in this area; and  - Resources for additional information and training.



Why Should  
Law Enforcement Officers  
Care About Animal Cruelty? 

- Animal cruelty is a crime 
- Animal cruelty cases affect  
 human safety  
- Offenders often have     
 histories of multiple forms of aggression 
- Motivations are similar 
- Animal abuse rarely occurs in isolation 
- Dealing with the same perps 
- Early intervention can prevent violence from 
 escalating 
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Animal Abuse: 

It’s the Tip 

of the 

Iceberg… 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
4- Law enforcement, human services and criminal justice agencies now recognize what we call a “Link” when two or more types of family violence co-occur. Child abuse or neglect, domestic violence, elder abuse, and animal abuse often occur simultaneously, and any one can be an indicator or predictor of other crimes. With 99% of Americans considering pets to be companions or family members, with nearly 60% of all households owning pets, and with victims’ deep attachments to their pets being used as “emotional blackmail” to allow abusers to keep them silent or trapped in violent relationships, the interconnection between animal abuse and human violence is now much more significant.Law enforcement officers frequently ask, “Why should we care about animals?” “Don’t we have more important things to worry about?” “How can I worry about dogs and cats when I’ve got rapes and homicides to contend with?”  What we hope you take away from this training is that animal cruelty cases are frequently human safety issues as well – and they ARE a crime. Researchers have found that animal cruelty offenders often have histories of multiple forms of aggression, and that the motivations behind animal cruelty are the same as in other forms of violence. Animal abuse rarely occurs in isolation – it’s usually the “tip of the iceberg” and is more likely than other forms of family violence to be reported by neighbors. Animal abuse is frequently the first opportunity for social services or law enforcement agencies to intervene.  Animal cruelty investigators and law enforcement officers often deal with the same perpetrators, but because these two systems have rarely interfaced with each other, agencies have not thought to share case information. Because animal abuse is such an early and reliable predictor of other crimes, particularly domestic violence, early intervention on the animal issue can often prevent other forms of violence from escalating. 



“Over the last decade, social scientists and law enforcement  
agencies have begun to examine cruelty to animals as a serious  
human problem closely linked to domestic violence, child abuse, elder 
abuse, and other violent crimes. [Preventing animal cruelty] cannot undo 
generations of abuse, but can be an effective means of breaking the cycle of 
family violence from one generation to the next.” 

-- International Association of Chiefs of Police, 2000 

The National Law Enforcement   
Perspective on Animal Abuse 
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 “A strong connection has been made between domestic violence, 
 child abuse and animal abuse. The evidence shows that a batterer’s 
first victim is usually an animal followed by a child or person. It’s up to law 
enforcement and prosecution to bring these criminals to justice.” 

-- National Sheriffs’ Association, 2013 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
5- National law enforcement agencies now recognize how animal abuse affects crimes of interpersonal violence. The International Association of Chiefs of Police wrote, “Over the last decade, social scientists and law enforcement agencies have begun to examine cruelty to animals as a serious human problem closely linked to domestic violence, child abuse, elder abuse, and other violent crimes.” [Preventing animal cruelty] cannot undo generations of abuse, but can be an effective means of breaking the cycle of family violence from one generation to the next.”The National Sheriffs Association has launched a National Coalition on Violence Against Animals, a National Law Enforcement Center on Animal Abuse, and encouraged the FBI to include four types of animal abuse and neglect in Uniform Crime Reports in order to create safer communities. The NSA has stated, “A strong connection has been made between domestic violence, child abuse and animal abuse. The evidence shows that a batterer’s first victim is usually an animal followed by a child or person. It’s up to law enforcement and prosecution to bring these criminals to justice.”



Cruelty to animals is a trait that  
shows up in the records of serial rapists 
and murderers -- the best predictor of 
future behavior is past behavior. 

FBI 

When asked how many serial killers had a history of abusing animals, 
Special Agent Brantley’s response was, “The real question should be, how 
many have not?”                      -- Humane Society of the US 

“A lot of what we do is threat assessment. Something we believe is 
prominently displayed in the histories of people who are habitually violent 
is animal abuse.” 

-- FBI Special Agent Alan Brantley, Behavioral Science Unit 

The National Law Enforcement   
Perspective on Animal Abuse 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
6- The FBI’s Behavioral Sciences Unit has found that cruelty to animals shows up in the personality profiles of many serial rapists and murderers. Special Agent Alan Brantley has written, “A lot of what we do is threat assessment. Something we believe is prominently displayed in the histories of people who are habitually violent is animal abuse.” When asked how many serial killers had a history of abusing animals, Brantley’s response was, “The real question should be, How many have not?”  The FBI plans to add animal cruelty as a Group A offense to the National Incident Based Reporting System in 2016 by expanding Data Element 12 to include four categories of animal crimes: simple/gross neglect; intentional abuse and torture; organized abuse, such as animal fighting; and animal sexual abuse.



    “Animal abuse has received insufficient 
    attention as one of a number of ‘red flags’ -
- warning signs or sentinel behaviors that could help identify youth at risk for 
perpetrating interpersonal violence and youth who have themselves been 
victimized.”    -- US DOJ OJJDP, 2001 

Margaret Mead (1901 - 1978) 

"One of the most dangerous things that can happen to a child is to 
kill or torture an animal and get away with it." 

The National Law Enforcement   
Perspective on Animal Abuse 
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“The topic of animal cruelty may seem  
unimportant in the face of events like the Boston  
bombing, school shootings, and other recent tragedies, but we know there’s a 
history of animal cruelty in the backgrounds of many perpetrators of violent acts. 
Understanding this link between animal cruelty and interpersonal violence is 
critical to the Department.” 
                 -- US DOJ Office of Justice Programs, Working Group on Animal Cruelty, 2013 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
7- Acts of animal cruelty perpetrated, or witnessed, by youths often desensitize youths to violence and may be precursors to a lifelong criminal trajectory. Anthropologist Margaret Mead noted many years ago that, “One of the most dangerous things that can happen to a child is to kill or torture an animal and get away with it.” The U.S. Department of Justice’s Office of Juvenile Justice & Delinquency Prevention has written that although attending to animal abuse will not solve all the challenges of youth violence, paying greater attention to animal abuse as a ‘red flag’ warning sign or sentinel behavior could help identify youths who are at risk for perpetrating interpersonal violence and who have themselves been victimized. The U.S. Department of Justice has convened a Working Group on Animal Cruelty that recognizes the critical nature of the Link between animal cruelty and interpersonal violence.

http://images.google.com/imgres?imgurl=www.wheaton.edu/Socio/margaret mead.gif&imgrefurl=http://www.wheaton.edu/Socio/Department Overview.htm&h=386&w=373&prev=/images%3Fq%3D%22Margaret%2BMead%22%26svnum%3D10%26hl%3Den%26lr%3D%26ie%3DUTF-8%26oe%3DUTF-8


Animal abuse can identify people                         
engaging in other criminal activities 

• 35% of search warrants executed for animal abuse or dog 
fighting investigations resulted in seizure of either narcotics 
or guns. 
• Of 22 offenders arrested for animal abuse violations,  
18 had priors for battery, weapons or drugs. 5 had 
subsequent arrests for felony offenses. 

 
   “An important part of our anti-violence strategy 
   includes strict enforcement of the dog fighting 
   statutes. Dog fighting is directly connected  
   to the violent world of gangs, drugs and  
   weapons.”  
                                                                                                       - Chicago Police Supt. Philip Cline 

Why Should You Care? 
Animal Abuse Exposes Other Crimes 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
8 - Researchers find that animal cruelty is closely linked with other crimes. The Chicago Crime Commission reported that 35% of search warrants executed for animal abuse or dog fighting investigations resulted in seizure of narcotics or guns. Of 22 offenders arrested for animal abuse violations, 18 had priors for battery, weapons or drugs, and 5 had subsequent felony arrests. Dog fighting is directly connected to the violent world of gangs, drugs and weapons. 



Of 200 animal abuse offenders: 
 

•  a history of animal abuse was a better predictor of sexual 
assault than previous convictions for homicide, arson or 
firearms offenses 
•  61.5% had also committed an assault; 17% had committed sexual 
abuse; 8% had arson convictions. 99% of cruelty offenders had 
committed other crimes. 

 
• animal cruelty offenders averaged 4 different types of criminal 
offenses (particularly sexual assault, domestic violence and firearms 
offenses). All sexual homicide offenders reported having been          
cruel to animals. 

 
     (Gullone & Clarke, 2008)  

Why Should You Care? 
Animal Abuse Exposes Other Crimes 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
9 - A survey of animal cruelty offenders by the Provincial Police in Sydney, Australia discovered that a history of animal abuse was a better predictor of sexual assault than were previous convictions for homicide, arson or firearms offenses. Almost two-thirds of animal cruelty offenders had also committed an assault; 17% had committed sexual abuse; and 8% had arson convictions. 99% of cruelty offenders had committed an average of four other crimes.



 
Nashville, Tenn.: 3 top indicators that a 

woman will be killed by her batterer 
 

 
• Suicide threats? 
• Access to weapons? 
• Threats to mutilate or kill 

pets? 

DV cases increased 12,000 to 18,000 (UP 50%) 
DV fatalities decreased 30 to 6 (DOWN 80%) 

Why Should You Care? 
Animal Abuse Is a Lethality Assessment 
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Presentation Notes
10 - In Nashville, Tennessee, police were challenged by a tremendous increase in domestic violence homicides. After identifying three factors that indicated a high risk of lethality, three questions were added to the screening system in the city’s domestic violence hotline. Callers were asked whether the batterer had threatened suicide, had access to weapons, or had threatened to mutilate or kill the victim’s pets. If the caller identified any of these three criteria, a special intervention unit responded. As a result, in one year even though the number of calls to the hotline increased 50%, the number of fatalities decreased 80%. 



 
• Incidents often occur in plain sight 
 - neighbors more likely to report cases  
 - easier investigations 
 
• Witnesses or victims more comfortable talking 
 
• Inflicts pain and suffering on human and animal victims 

Why Should You Care? 
Plain View Violations, Witnesses Talk 
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Presentation Notes
11 – Animal cruelty incidents often occur in plain view, so neighbors (who are traditionally reluctant to get involved in domestic violence or child abuse cases) may be moved to file a report. Also, some evidence may be gathered outdoors, in plain view, without the need for a search warrant. Witnesses and victims who may be reluctant to discuss their own problems often “open up” and are eager to talk about their animals, which can aid your investigation. And acts of cruelty inflict physical and emotional damage not only on the animals but on family members as well. 



Animal cruelty needs to be taken as seriously as any 
human violence case … predictor and indicator to other 
crimes 
 Old Attitude:  “It’s just an animal…” 
 New Attitude:  “Who will the offender harm next?” 
 

These crimes destabilize communities 
 Investigations uncover other family violence, drugs, weapons, etc. 
 

Animals feel and react to pain as humans 
 

Animals are protected under the law 
 

You will get negative press 

Why Should Law Enforcement  
Officers Care About Animal Cruelty? 
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Presentation Notes
12 - In short, animal cruelty needs to be taken as seriously as any human violence. The old attitude of, “It’s just an animal!” is being replaced with a new awareness:  “If he’s hurting animals, someone else in the home is next.” Animal cruelty cases often uncover domestic violence, child abuse, elder abuse, drugs, and weapons. Animals feel pain like we do and consequently are protected under the law. Finally, because so many people react emotionally to animal cases, you will get negative press if you fail to address the animal welfare component of family violence. 



Dog population: 69 million 

Cat population: 74 million 

What is the Role of Pets in American Families? 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
13 - Most of us have had pets, and our good or bad childhood experiences with them may help set lifelong patterns of how we relate to others, how well we trust the universe, and how emotionally secure we feel. America is home to a tremendous number of pets – and people whose emotional attachments to them make them vulnerable to the power and control battles of family violence. In the United States, we have 69 million dogs and 74 million cats, plus untold numbers of other household pets. 

http://www.enchantedlearning.com/geography/outlinemaps/usa.shtml
http://www.wellsphere.com/linkOut.s?link=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.aspenbloompetcare.com


• More American homes have pets  
   than have children 
 
• There are more dogs in the US than                                           
 people in most European    
 countries 
 
• There are more cats in the US than dogs 
 
• We spend more money on pet food than on baby food 
 
• A child in the US today is more likely to grow up  
 with pets than with a father 

What is the Role of Pets in American Families? 
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Presentation Notes
14 - Pets are truly “all in the family,” and batterers use their victims’ emotional attachments toward their animals as a way to gain control over them. More American homes have pets than have children. There are more dogs in the US than people in most countries in Europe – and more cats than dogs. We spend more money on pet food than on baby food. Even more significant is that a child in America is more likely to grow up with pets than with a live-at-home father.



FAMILIES WITH CHILDREN! 
 
 
67.7% of households with children younger than 6 have pets 
 

74.6% of households with children older than 6 have pets 

Female is the primary caregiver  
in 74.5% of pet-owning households 

Who cares for all these pets? 

AVMA: U.S. Pet Ownership & Demographics  
Sourcebook, 2007, 2012 

What is the Role of Pets in American Families? 
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Presentation Notes
15 - Law enforcement officers, especially those involved in domestic violence cases and victim’s services, should note this statistic: the overwhelming majority of pets are found in homes with children, and are cared for by the woman of the household. This makes it especially easy for batterers to threaten to torture or kill an animal to get a child victim of sexual abuse to remain silent, and to warn a domestic violence victim what will happen to her if she disobeys or leaves.   

http://2.bp.blogspot.com/_CAxfTMMYphM/SPlW2kCwNvI/AAAAAAAACRY/2FgjJ23SkYc/s1600-h/A+Child%27s+First+Goldfish+Pets.jpg


“When animals 
are abused, 
people are  
at risk; 
 
When people are 
abused, animals 
are at risk.” 

The Intersections between  
Animal Abuse and  
Other Forms of  
Family Violence 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
16 – The concept of animal abuse being linked to other forms of family violence is summed up by this model. When police officers, SPCA or humane society investigators, animal control officers, or social services caseworkers conduct an investigation or assessment, they may see other forms of family violence involving the same perpetrator and victims. They need not be an expert on these other forms, but they should be trained to be on the lookout for them and refer them to appropriate agencies. Finding these overlaps is not saying that animals are more important than people, but rather, that any crime must be investigated and responded to. When you are attuned to these overlaps you begin to see that “When animals are abused, people are at risk, and when people are abused, animals are at risk.” 



Domestic 
Violence 

1. Abusive partner harms, kills or threatens pets to humiliate, 
intimidate, or force partner into compliance and silence. 

2. Battered women remain in home for fear that partner will kill 
pets or farm animals, or because there is no one to care for 
them. 

Child 
Sexual 
Abuse 

3. Abuser kills, harms or threatens pets to coerce children into 
sexual acts or silence. 

Juvenile 
Offenders 

4. Children act out aggression, relieve boredom, imitate 
parents’ behavior, or rehearse for interpersonal violence.  

 (A sign of conduct disorder at 6.5 years.) 

Hoarding 5. Mentally ill persons, often elderly, hoard pets. 

Animal 
Fighting 6. Adults and youths participate in dog fights. 

What Are the Most Common Intersections? 
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Presentation Notes
17 – Here are some of the more common ways that these intersections show up. In domestic violence, batterers torture or threaten pets or farm animals to intimidate or control their wife or girlfriend, showing her what might happen to her, or her animals, if she leaves. As many as 48% of battered women are afraid to leave home for fear of their animals’ welfare. Similarly, child sexual abuse victims are forced to keep silent when the abuser threatens to kill their pet if they talk. Juveniles who commit horrific acts of animal torture – and often videotape the incidents to amuse themselves later when they are bored – have many reasons for taking out their aggression on animals. Childhood cruelty to animals is one of the earliest signs of conduct disorder, often showing up as young as 6-1/2 years of age. Hoarding or collecting animals is a serious mental health and public health problem with a 100% recidivism rate; many animal hoarders are seniors in need of adult protective services or mental health interventions. Dog- and cock-fighting are major crimes. They are extremely popular in some subcultures, particularly in inner cities. A survey in Chicago revealed that 31% of teenagers had been to a dog fight. Cock-fighting is considered culturally appropriate in many Latino communities.



“A 4-year-old is beaten to death;  
a pastor and family vanish” 

-- Philadelphia Inquirer - Jan. 11, 1999 

Case Study #1: 
Animal Welfare Investigators  
Are First Responders 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
18 - Several case studies will help show how these links works. This case shows how neighbors’ concerns about animals’ welfare makes the animal investigators the first responders. On a bitterly cold winter night, neighbors called police in Upper Dublin Township, Penna., to report a Great Dane freezing in an outdoor cage. Inside the house, police found the body of a 4-year-old boy who had been beaten to death for accidentally looking at someone going to the bathroom. The perpetrator, Rev. Javan McBurrows, and his wife fled the jurisdiction and were eventually apprehended in Atlanta. The investigation revealed that 6 of the 7 family and foster children in the household had been beaten at various times. Investigation also revealed that Rev. McBurrows had been convicted four years previously for domestic violence, and eight years previously for cruelty to animals. However, none of the agencies in Montgomery County, Penna. had interfaced with each other. Rev. McBurrows was sentenced to 22 years for felony child abuse and manslaughter.



Case Study #2: 
There’s More  
Than One Way  
to Get a Lowlife  
Off the Streets 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
19 - A similar case from Cherokee County, Georgia, demonstrates how an initial animal abuse investigation led to other charges. A girl called the sheriff’s office to report that her father had stomped her puppy to death. The investigation led to additional charges of child abuse and domestic violence being filed. 



Case Study #3: 
Animals Are Harmed 
to Control  
Domestic Violence  
Victims 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
20- A case from Philadelphia vividly demonstrates how the threat to pets keeps women trapped in abusive relationships. Sandra Ruotolo had been battered for 13 years. One night, her husband not only whipped her with a vacuum cleaner cord but also punched one of her dogs. He threatened to slit her dog’s’throat in front of her if she left. Finally, she had had enough. Later that night, as her husband slept, she loaded a .38 caliber pistol and pointed it at herself. A moment away from suicide, however, she looked at one of her dogs and realized that if she killed herself there would be no one to look after them. Instead, she walked into her husband’s bedroom and shot him. She received a sentence of 10-to-20 years for third-degree murder. 



Case Study #4: 
“Just When You Think  
That You’ve Seen  
Everything…” 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
21 - Another case in which a pet was killed to control a domestic violence victim occurred in East Toledo, Ohio, where a woman, who was seeking a divorce, came home from work. Her husband told her, “Your dinner’s ready.” She went into the kitchen to find he had baked her cat at 500 degrees. The husband was charged with animal cruelty and domestic violence offenses. The prosecutor commented, “Just when you think they’ve found every way possible to manipulate someone, somebody comes up with something new.” 



Case Study #5: 
Animal Abuse as  
Coercion and  
Control  
in  
Stalking 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
22 - Sometimes these links show up in cases of stalking. This Minnesota teenager refused the advances of an older man who was pursuing her. On Valentine’s Day, she awoke to find a gift box on her porch; inside, she found the severed head of her beloved dog. 



The Cycles  
of Violence  
- 1970s 

Fire setting 
History of the  
Animal Abuse/ 
Human  
Violence  
Connection 

Animal 
abuse 

Bed wetting 
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Presentation Notes
23 - Although the concept that children who harm animals may grow up to be antisocial adults has been conventional wisdom for centuries, the criminological study of these connections is relatively recent. The first research in the 1970s found that many criminals had early childhood histories that included a “triad” of marker behaviors: fire setting, bed wetting, and animal abuse. 

http://www.msplinks.com/MDFodHRwOi8vczIzNS5waG90b2J1Y2tldC5jb20vYWxidW1zL2VlMjg2L1JlcXVpZW1WL2FuaW1hbCUyMGFidXNlLz9hY3Rpb249dmlldyZjdXJyZW50PWNhdGFidXNlLmpwZw==


David Berkowitz 
“Son of Sam” 

Albert DeSalvo 
“Boston Strangler” 

The Rogues’ Gallery continued into the 1990s…  
and beyond… 

Ted Bundy 
Lee Malvo 

Donald Rader 
“The BTK Killer”” 

Brian David  
Mitchell 

Not every 
abuser 
becomes a 
psychopath… 
but he is worth 
watching and 
intervening 

Jeffrey Dahmer 

The “Tangled 
Web” of Serial Killers - 1980s 

History of the  
Animal Abuse/ 
Human  
Violence  
Connection 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
24 – Beginning in the 1980’s, we began to find that many of the most notorious serious killers got their start by torturing animals. Torturing animals does not always lead to human violence; often it is part of a tangled web of violent and antisocial behaviors. We should not dismiss cases of juvenile cruelty to animals as “boys will be boys” or “it was only a squirrel.” Psychologists working with abusive juveniles are quick to note that not every child who harms animals will become a psychopath; however, any child who has an unusual fascination with hurting animals requires psychological intervention. 

http://images.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://biografieonline.it/img/bio/t/Ted_Bundy.jpg&imgrefurl=http://biografieonline.it/biografia.htm%3FBioID%3D719%26biografia%3DTed%2BBundy&h=240&w=170&sz=12&tbnid=EG7Ox17REomR8M:&tbnh=104&tbnw=73&hl=en&start=11&prev=/images%3Fq%3DTed%2BBundy%26svnum%3D10%26hl%3Den%26lr%3D%26sa%3DG
http://images.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://images.usatoday.com/news/_photos/2004/03/10-malvo-inside.jpg&imgrefurl=http://www.usatoday.com/news/nation/2004-03-10-malvo_x.htm&h=180&w=180&sz=6&tbnid=7d9G7VlOZSWUWM:&tbnh=96&tbnw=96&hl=en&start=4&prev=/images%3Fq%3DLee%2BBoyd%2BMalvo%26svnum%3D10%26hl%3Den%26lr%3D%26sa%3DG
http://images.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://www.foxnews.com/images/162326/2_26_rader_dennis.jpg&imgrefurl=http://dirtrider.net/forums3/text/topic/118151-1.html&h=350&w=450&sz=13&tbnid=opJT-UK0loAmXM:&tbnh=96&tbnw=124&hl=en&start=2&prev=/images%3Fq%3DBTK%2BKiller%26svnum%3D10%26hl%3Den%26lr%3D%26sa%3DG


The  
School  
Shooters  
– 1990s 
 

History of the  
Animal Abuse/ 
Human  
Violence  
Connection 
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43% are also torturing animals 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
25 – Today, researchers have discovered that 43% of juvenile mass murderers in school settings have also been torturing and killing animals. Luke Woodham, of Pearl, Mississippi, who started what became a string of school shootings, wrote in gory graphic detail in his journal about how setting his dog on fire was a “thing of beauty.” 



Defining and Identifying Animal 
Cruelty, Neglect and Abuse 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
26 - One challenge for law enforcement officers is that the legal term “cruelty to animals” often includes specialized crimes about which they have not had formal training. The charging statute frequently covers a broad range of mistreatment, such as: an owner’s temporary inability to provide proper care; neglect caused by financial downturns or domestic strife; retaliating against a neighbor by hurting or killing his animals; malicious torture; or animal hoarding. Each state’s law is different: while most states have a catch-all term of animal ”cruelty,” others may have specific crimes for abuse, neglect, abandoning animals, torture, dog fighting, cock fighting, bestiality, hoarding, or animal cruelty committed in the presence of a child or in a context of domestic violence. Meanwhile, the public’s perception of a cruel act, what a law enforcement officer believes is cruel, and what a prosecutor finds sufficient to file charges, may be three different standards. Consequently, animal cruelty cases are often highly challenging for law enforcement officers and prosecutors. Specialized veterinary forensics experts, animal control officers, and humane society and SPCA investigators often must be brought in to assist. In its most simple definition, “cruelty” is the infliction of pain or distress unnecessarily, but the definition of unnecessary varies among ethnic and regional cultures, and a prevailing standard of socially unacceptable behavior can be determined only by the courts. When in doubt, ask yourself if the conditions you observe are things that you would do to your own animals.



What we’re NOT talking about… 
- Institutional usage 
- Animal rights causes 

Defining and Identifying Animal 
Cruelty, Neglect and Abuse 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
27 - For the purposes of this training, when we talk about enforcing general anti-cruelty statutes, we are NOT referring to institutional uses of animals that are socially acceptable, such as meat production, biomedical experimentation, rodeos, or pest control: these are specialized situations which are sometimes exempted from statutes, investigated by other agencies, or which meet culturally accepted standards. Nor are we talking about the many highly emotional issues raised by animal rights activists, such as whether people should wear fur, hunt or eat meat. As a general rule, most animal cruelty cases fall into several broad categories, which may involve different charging statutes and require a different response from law enforcement:



Common Situations:  
Simple Neglect 

Defining and Identifying Animal 
Cruelty, Neglect and Abuse 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
28 - Simple Neglect cases are crimes of omission -- situations in which the owner fails to provide adequate food, water, shelter or veterinary care to one or a few animals. This is the most common form of maltreatment seen by SPCAs, humane societies and animal control agencies. In most cases we attempt to resolve these situations by educating owners about proper animal care and providing them with resource information; if education fails, filing criminal charges may be necessary. 



Common Situations:  
Gross Neglect – Hoarding. “Puppy Mills” 

Defining and Identifying Animal 
Cruelty, Neglect and Abuse 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
29 - Gross neglect. A much more complicated form of neglect is found with hoarding cases in which persons collect dozens or even hundreds of living, dying and dead animals and house them in extremely poor conditions, often resulting in disease, public health dangers, toxic living conditions, starvation or death. These individuals often require mental health, social services, code enforcement and public health interventions. The rate of recidivism is extremely high, and offenders rarely comply with court-ordered restitution of veterinary costs or psychological assessment and treatment plans. Other gross neglect situations are found in “puppy mills,” large-scale factory-style breeding establishments for dozens or even hundreds of animals kept in deplorable conditions. Frequently, many animals have to be confiscated, cared for by shelters and rescue groups, and re-homed or euthanized. 



Common Situations:  
Gross, Willful, Cruel or Malicious Neglect 

Defining and Identifying Animal 
Cruelty, Neglect and Abuse 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
30 - Gross, Willful, Cruel or Malicious Neglect also occurs when a person intentionally or knowingly withholds food or water. The animals experience severe starvation or dehydration.



Dog was hit in the face with  
a hammer to “teach him a 
lesson” 

Defining and Identifying Animal 
Cruelty, Neglect and Abuse 

Common Situations:  
Intentional Abuse & Torture 
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Most dangerous: persistent, severe, without  
remorse or restraint 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
31 - Intentional abuse and torture.  Cases of deliberate abuse, torture, or killing are of greatest concern, particularly if juvenile offenders are the perpetrators. These offenders present a danger of concurrent or future violence to the public, especially if these acts are persistent, varied, and lacking in remorse or restraint or co-occur with domestic violence, dog and cock fighting, gang activity, and weapons violations. Animal cruelty can be one of the most visible parts of an entire history of aggressive or antisocial behavior – and the incident which draws the first response from investigators.

http://againstanmlcrlty1990.tripod.com/animal_cruelty_pics/index.album/cat-cruelty?i=0&s=1


Defining and Identifying Animal 
Cruelty, Neglect and Abuse 

Organized Abuse:  
Blood Sports 
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32 – Organized animal abuse. “Blood sports” such as dogfighting and cockfighting have been singled out for special attention by all 50 states. Offenses are considered felonies at the federal level. The Michael Vick case drew national attention to what has been a humane law enforcement priority for decades.  These activities continue to flourish, and have moved from remote rural events into widespread inner-city experiences. The lucrative and underground nature of these events, the presence of weapons, human trafficking and gambling offenses that accompany the fights, and the logistical challenges of uncovering, investigating, busting, charging multiple defendants, and caring for dozens of animals seized as evidence, present unique challenges to police and prosecutors.

http://go2.wordpress.com/?id=725X1342&site=mannyland.wordpress.com&url=http%3A%2F%2Fmannyland.files.wordpress.com%2F2009%2F04%2Fcockfighting1.jpg&sref=http%3A%2F%2Fmannyland.wordpress.com%2F2009%2F04%2F14%2F10%2Fcockfighting1%2F
http://www.vegansoapbox.com/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/2009/04/vick.jpg
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Organized Abuse:  
Dog 
Fighting 

Cock 
Fighting 
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33 – Organized abuse: Telltale signs of dogfighting rings include:  an excessive number of pit bulls – often with scars and torn ears --  chained apart from each other;  homemade fighting rinks, often stained with blood; equipment, such as conditioning exercise treadmills and breaking sticks used to pry open a dog’s mouth to break up a fight; and- illegal dogfighting publications that track breeding bloodlines and matches. Mailing these publications is illegal.Similarly, telltale signs of suspicious cockfighting activity include: Excessive numbers of roosters caged individually; Makeshift fighting pens, often stained with blood; Birds that are injured with missing feathers; and Gaffs, or razor-sharp spurs that are attached to birds’ feet to help them slash their opponents.



Defining and Identifying Animal 
Cruelty, Neglect and Abuse 

Animal sexual abuse 
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34 – Animal Sexual Abuse, often known as bestiality,  was once widely considered a “crime against nature.” Today, some state laws have been repealed, leading to an unintended effect of decriminalizing sexual contact with animals unless the act involves some other crime such as animal cruelty, indecent exposure, trespass, or breaking & entering. Advocates for sex with animals contend that their behavior is a lifestyle choice, similar to other nontraditional sexual orientations. However, this view is opposed by society’s prevailing view that such sexual contact is immoral and indecent. Some legal scholars argue that bestiality can be considered “animal sexual assault” because such actions are coercive and the animals cannot consent to the sex acts. In many states those convicted of the crime are placed on sex offenders’ registries.

http://www.gawker.com/assets/resources/2008/02/bestiality1.jpeg
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/images/1847883540/ref=dp_image_0?ie=UTF8&n=283155&s=books


Acts or threats of: 
- Physical, sexual, emotional, and/or verbal interpersonal violence 
- Destruction of property 
- Date rape 
- Stalking 
- Cruelty to animals to intimidate a victim 
 (AZ, CO, IN, ME, NE, NV, TN) 
 

DV may be: man  woman,       woman  man, 
           man  man,        woman  woman 
May include: 
Criminal mischief Harassment Assault            Criminal trespass 
Sexual assault  Burglary False imprisonment 
Criminal restraint Kidnapping Terrorist threats  
   
   
 

Domestic violence or domestic abuse 

The Animal Abuse/Human Violence Connection: 
Other Relevant Terms 
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35 – Domestic violence or abuse. Definitions of domestic violence or domestic abuse vary from state to state, but generally include incidents of physical, sexual, emotional, and/or verbal interpersonal violence, destruction of property, or the threats of such actions, between married, formerly married or cohabiting couples. It may include dating violence (“date rape,”) or stalking. Seven states have expanded the definition to include acts of cruelty or threats to pets when intended to intimidate or control the human partner. Domestic violence usually involves a man battering or threatening a woman; however incidents of women attacking men, and same-sex intimate partner violence, also occur.  Acts of domestic abuse may include, but not be limited to, criminal mischief, harassment, assault, sexual assault, burglary, false imprisonment or criminal restraint, terrorist threats, kidnapping, and criminal trespass.



Other Relevant Definitions 

Child abuse and neglect 

The Animal Abuse/Human Violence Connection: 
Other Relevant Terms 

Acts or failure which leads to: 
- Death 
- Serious physical or emotional harm 
- Sexual abuse or exploitation 
 

Physical abuse: non-accidental injury 
Child Sexual Abuse 
Emotional abuse: injury to psychological capacity or emotional stability;  
    substantial change in behavior; anxiety, depression, withdrawal, aggression 
Neglect: failure to provide food, clothing, shelter, medical care, supervision 
 
The first child abuse cases were prosecuted by humane societies! 

36 
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36 – Child abuse and neglect. Each state has its own definitions of child physical abuse, sexual abuse, emotional abuse, and neglect. Under federal guidelines, each state at a minimum must define child abuse and neglect as any recent act or failure to act on the part of a parent or caretaker, which results in death, serious physical or emotional harm, sexual abuse, or exploitation, or an act or failure to act which presents an imminent risk of serious harm. These definitions determine the grounds for intervention by state Child Protective Services or Departments of Family and Children’s Services. Some states also provide statutory definitions for parental substance abuse or abandonment. Physical abuse is generally defined as "any non-accidental physical injury to the child.” Neglect is the failure of a parent or other person with responsibility for the child to provide needed food, clothing, shelter, medical care, or supervision such that the child's health, safety, and well-being are threatened with harm. All states include sexual abuse in their definitions of child abuse. In those states that include emotional abuse, typical language is "injury to the psychological capacity or emotional stability of the child as evidenced by an observable or substantial change in behavior, emotional response, or cognition," or as evidenced by "anxiety, depression, withdrawal, or aggressive behavior."It is interesting to note that the first child abuse cases in America were prosecuted by humane societies. In the 1800s, children, like pets, were considered property and lacked legal standing. However, there were animal welfare laws and these were used to protect abused children.



Other Relevant Definitions 

• Domestic elder abuse: by family member, spouse,  
  friend, caregiver. May include:    
 - Physical, sexual, emotional or  
   psychological abuse;    
 - Neglect;  
 - Abandonment;  
 - Financial or material exploitation. 
 
• Institutional elder abuse: In residential facilities for the elderly. 
 

• Self Neglect/Hoarding: May indicate elder unable to care for himself/herself. Public 
health, mental health, code enforcement, and APS often involved. 

Elder abuse 

The Animal Abuse/Human Violence Connection: 
Other Relevant Terms 
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37 – Elder abuse. Elder abuse, neglect, and exploitation are relatively new concepts and appeared in federal definitions for the first time in 1987. Definitions in state laws vary considerably but generally include three broad categories of domestic elder abuse, institutional elder abuse, and self-neglect or self-abuse. Domestic elder abuse refers to maltreatment of an older person by a spouse, sibling, child, friend, or caregiver, that occurs in the home of the elder or a caregiver; these may include physical, sexual, emotional, or psychological abuse, neglect, abandonment, and financial or material exploitation. Institutional abuse refers to these forms of abuse when they occur in residential facilities for older persons, such as nursing homes, foster homes, group homes, and board and care facilities. Animals that are not being cared for adequately is a tell-tale sign of self-neglect among seniors whose physical frailty, dementia, lack of money or transportation, or other issues prevent them from providing care for themselves and their animals. Such cases often require assistance from social services, mental health, code enforcement, and public health agencies. Interventions in cases such as these require creative solutions and sensitivity from officers who are attuned to the special emotional nature of these human-animal relationships. State Adult Protective Services agencies are the principal public agencies responsible for investigating reported cases of elder and vulnerable adult abuse and for providing victims with treatment and protective services.

http://www.seniorbrigade.com/health_care/ElderAbuseandNeglect.php
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38 – All 50 states have enacted laws prohibiting cruelty to animals. Every state defines such terms as “animal” or “cruelty” in its own way, and many states exempt certain species or commercial practices (such as normal and accepted farming practices) which are seen as socially acceptable. Most states declare it a misdemeanor, or often a felony, to overdrive, overload, overwork, deprive of necessary sustenance, abuse, or needlessly kill a living animal; to inflict unnecessary cruelty upon a living animal; to fail to provide it with proper food, drink, shelter or protection from the weather; or to leave an animal unattended in a vehicle under inhumane conditions adverse to its health or welfare. Many words in these statutes are subject to interpretation; for example, what is “needless” killing or “unnecessary” cruelty? These terms are purposefully vague to allow investigators leeway in making value judgments. For example, shooting an injured horse or a dog that is attacking a child may be considered necessary… or not, depending on the circumstances or which court gets the case. Adequate protection from the weather in the winter is different for a husky than for a Chihuahua. Anti-cruelty laws may be enforced by police or sheriff’s officers, animal control officers, or humane society or SPCA officials, depending on the jurisdiction.This map lists the most relevant state anti-cruelty statutes: other, more specialized crimes, may be referenced in other statutes.Animal Cruelty Laws by Code This chart addresses general animal cruelty statutes. More specific animal fighting statutes, and statutes addressing such issues as wildlife, livestock or undomesticated animals, may be found elsewhere in your state’s codes.  State laws are constantly being amended and re-codified: check locally to determine all applicable anti-cruelty statutes.State 		Criminal Code 			Agriculture/Animal Code 	 Alabama 		Ala. Code 1975 § 13A-11-14 and 		13A-11-240 - 247 Alaska 		A.S. § 11.61.140 - 145 			A.S. § 03.55.100 – 190 Arizona 		A.R.S. § 13-2910 - 2910.06 Arkansas 		A.C.A. § 5-62-101 - 124 California 		Cal Penal Code §596-600.5 Colorado 		C.R.S. § 18-9-201 - 208 Connecticut 		C.G.S.A. §§ 53-242 - 254 DC		DC Code § 22-1001 - 1015 Delaware 		11 Del.C. §1325 Florida 		F.S.A. § 828.01 - 828.29 Georgia 		Ga. Code Ann. § 16-12-4 Hawaii 		H.R.S. § 711-1100 - 1110.5 Idaho 						I.C. § 25-3501 – 3521 Illinois 						510 I.L.C.S. 70/1 - 16.4 Indiana 		I.C. § 35-46-3-1 - 13 Iowa 		IA ST § 717B.1 - 717E.3 Kansas 		K.S.A. § 21-4310 - 4311 Kentucky 		K.R.S. § 525.125 - 135 Louisiana 		La.-R.S. 14:102 - 10 Maine 		17 M.R.S.A. § 1011 - 1046 			7 M.R.S.A. § 4011 - 4018 Maryland 		MD Code, Crim Law § 10-601 - 622 Massachusetts 	M.G.L.A. 272 § 77 - 95 Michigan 		M.C.L.A. 750.49 and 750.50 et seq. Minnesota 		M.S.A. § 343.01 – 40 Mississippi 		M.C.A. § 97-41-1 - 23 Missouri 		V.A.M.S. 578.005 - 188 Montana 		M.C.A. 45-8-209 - 211 Nebraska 		N.R.S. § 28-1001-1020Nevada 						N.R.S. 574.010 – 510 New Hampshire 	N.H.R.S. § 644:8 et seq New Jersey 						N.J.S.A. 4:22-15 - 57 New Mexico 		N.M.S.A. 1978 § 30-18-1 - 15 New York 						Ag. & Mkts. Law §§ 332 - 379 North Carolina 	N.C.G.S.A. § 14-360 - 363.2 North Dakota 					N.D.C.C. 36-21.1-01 - 15 Ohio 		R.C. § 959.01-99 Oklahoma 		21 Okl. St. Ann. § 1685 Oregon 		O.R.S. § 167.310 - 390 Pennsylvania 		18 Pa.C.S.A. § 5511 Rhode Island 					Gen. Laws 1956 § 4-1-1 - §38 South Carolina 					Code 1976 § 47-1-10 – 210 South Dakota 					S.D.C.L. § 40-1-2.1 - 2.6 Tennessee 		T.C.A. § 39-14-201 - 212 Texas 		TX. Penal Code Ann. § 42.09 Utah 		U.C.A. 1953 § 76-9-301 - 307 Vermont 		13 V.S.A. § 351 - 400 Virginia 						Va. Code Ann. § 3.2-6570-6573Washington 		R.C.W.A. 16.52.010 - 305 West Virginia 	W. Va. Code § 61-8-19 - 23 Wisconsin 		W.S.A. 951.01-18 Wyoming 		W.S. 1977 § 6-3-203

http://www.enchantedlearning.com/geography/outlinemaps/usa.shtml
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39 – In all 50 states, some forms of animal cruelty are now considered felony charges. These may include such crimes as: dog or cock fighting; aggravated or extreme animal cruelty; animal abuse committed in the presence of a child; repeated offenses; multiple convictions; or purposefully, knowingly, cruelly or maliciously tormenting, torturing, mutilating, poisoning, or killing an animal. As with other felony provisions, these crimes carry significantly greater financial and incarceration penalties, receive higher priorities from prosecutors and judges, and allow law enforcement agencies to cross city and county jurisdictional lines to get involved. In the early 1990s only 5 states had felony-level crimes. The movement to upgrade animal cruelty from a misdemeanor to a felony began to accelerate with renewed interest in how animal abuse is linked to interpersonal violence. 



• Branding cattle 
• Properly conducted scientific experiments 
• Shooting game birds 
• Fishing, trapping & hunting 
• Legitimate dog training or sports (weight pulls,                
 dog sleds, tracking, obedience, guide dogs) 
• Raising livestock in accordance with state standards 
• Killing Norway or brown rats or house mice, bird pests 
• Food production practices 

Animal Cruelty Statutes: 
Exceptions 

40 
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40 – Many states exempt certain species and socially or commercially sanctioned activities from animal cruelty standards. One of the most peculiar features of some state laws is the definition of “animal.”  While such a definition may seem self-evident, the term “animal” can be as broad under statutes to include “all living creatures” or as narrow to include only vertebrates or mammals.  Common exceptions under many state laws include veterinary practices, biomedical research, hunting, fishing, trapping, food production, branding cattle, pest or bird control, rodeos, zoos, circuses, legitimate dog training or sports, and killing of one’s own animals on one’s property if done humanely.  �



• Possess, keep, train, promote, purchase  or sell a fighting animal 

• Cause or allow an animal fight for amusement or gain 

• Is present and witnesses, encourages or assists an animal fight 

• Permits a place owned or controlled by him to be used for an animal fight 

• Gambles on the outcome of an animal fight  

41 

Animal Cruelty Statutes: 
Animal Fighting 

• Illegal in all 50 states 
• Federal felony 
• Particular concern for humane  
   and law enforcement officers 
 
Common prohibitions: 
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41 –Dog fighting and cock fighting are illegal. Actively participating in dog fighting is a felony in all 50 states. Several states still regard being a spectator at a fight as a misdemeanor. Cock fighting is illegal in all states and a felony in 37 states.  Attending or bringing a child to a dogfight, interstate transport of cockfighting equipment, and mailing of dogfighting  publications are federal felonies.   Animal fighting has been singled out for special concern by humane and law enforcement authorities. Young children are sometimes present at the matches, which can promote insensitivity to animal suffering, enthusiasm for violence, a lack of respect for the law, and dangerous exposure to weapons, gambling, narcotics and human trafficking. In addition, dog fighting has been connected to other kinds of violence — including homicides. Several states allow dog fighting cases to be prosecuted under RICO racketeering statutes. Generally, states declare it illegal for any person: to own, possess, keep or train any dog with the intent of fighting with another dog for amusement or gain; to cause any dog to fight with another dog; to provide equipment, advertising or premises for a fight; and to be present or wager money at dogfights.  Although cock fighting is often defended as a cultural heritage among some Latino or Hispanic communities, 39 states and the District of Columbia have made cockfighting a felony offense; 37 states and the District of Columbia prohibit the possession of birds for fighting; 41 states and the District of Columbia prohibit being a spectator at cockfights; and 13 states prohibit the possession of cockfighting implements. As of September, 2009, cock fighting is still legal in American Samoa, Guam, Puerto Rico, and the U.S. Virgin Islands. Statutes also may make it unlawful to manufacture, buy, sell, barter, exchange, or have in one’s possession gaffs or slashers, or any other sharp implement attached in place of the natural spur of a gamecock or other fighting bird. Dog and cock fighting convictions can result in forfeiture of the animals and equipment and a prohibition against owning animals in the future, in addition to any sentence imposed by the court.   Animal fighting laws may be located in the state’s general animal cruelty statutes or in separate sections of the criminal code. This chart addresses general animal fighting statutes. State laws are constantly being amended and re-codified: check locally to determine all applicable citations.  State Animal Fighting Statutes:  Laws on the Books (as of July 2015)		DOG FIGHTING		COCK FIGHTINGFEDERAL		7 USCA § 2156		7 USCA § 2156Alabama 		Code of Ala. § 3-1-29 		Code of Ala.§ 13A-12-4Alaska 		Alaska Stat § 11.61.145 		Alaska Stat.§ 11.61.145Arizona 		A.R.S. § 13-2910.01 to 02 		A.R.S. §§ 13-2910.03; 13-2910.04Arkansas 		§ 5-62-120 			§ 5-62-101California 		Cal Pen Code § 597.5 		Cal Pen Code § 597b; 597c; 597j; 					597iColorado 		C.R.S. § 18-9-204 		C.R.S. 18-9-204Connecticut 		C.G.S. § 53-247 		Conn. Gen.Stat. § 53-247Delaware 		11 Del.C. § 1326 		11 Del. C. §1326Florida 		Fla. Stat. § 828.122 		Fla. Stat. §828.122Georgia 		G.C.A. § 16-12-37 		G.C.A. §16-12-4Hawaii 		HRS § 711-1109.3 		HRS § 711-1109Idaho 		I.C. § 25-3507 & 25-3520A		I.C. §25-3506Illinois 		§ 720 ILCS 5/48-1 		510 ILCS70/4.01Indiana 		Ind. Code. Ann. § 35-46-3-9 to 3-10 	§§ 35-46-3-8; 35-46-3-8.5; 35-46-3-					9; 35-46-3-10Iowa 		I.C.A. § 717D.2 & 717D. 4 		I.C.A.  §717D.2 &717D.4Kansas 		K.S.A. § 21-6414		K.S.A. § 21-4319Kentucky 		KRS § 525.125 to 130 		KRS §525.130Louisiana 		LSA-R.S. §14:102.5 		LSA-R.S.14:102.23Maine 		17 MRS §1033 		17 M.R.S. §1033Maryland 		Criminal Law, §§ 10-605 & 607	Md. Criminal Law Code Ann. § 10-					608; 10-605Massachusetts 	Ch. 272 § 77, 94 & 95 		ALM GL ch.272, §§ 94 &95Michigan 		MCL §  750.49 		MCL §750.49Minnesota 		§ 343.31 			Minn. Stat. §343.31Mississippi 		§ 97-41-19 			Miss. Code Ann. § 97-41-11Missouri 		§ 578.025 			V.A.M.S.§ 578.173Montana 		MCA § 45-8-210 		MCA § 45-8-210Nebraska 		R.R.S. Neb. § 28-1005 		R.R.S. Neb. §28-1005Nevada 		N.R.S. § 574.070 		N.R.S.§574.070New Hampshire 	RSA § 644:8-a 		RSA § 644:8-aNew Jersey 		§ 4:22-24 			N.J. Stat. §§4:22-24 &4:22-26New Mexico 		N.M.S.A. §30-18-9 		N.M.S.A. §30-18-9New York 		Agr & M § 351 		NY CLS Agr & M § 351North Carolina 	N.C.G.S.A. § 14-362.2 		N.C. G.S.A. § 14-362	       North Dakota 	§ 36-21.1-07 			N.D. Cent. Code, § 36-21.1-07           Ohio 		ORC Ann.§ 959.16 & 959.99	§ 959.15, 959.99, 2923.24 Oklahoma 		21 O.S.A. § 1693 & 1699.2 	21 Okl. St.§§ 1692.2; 						1692.3;1692.5;1692.6	        Oregon 		O.R.S. § 167.365 & 167.370 	O.R.S.§ 167.428 & 167.431 Pennsylvania 		18 Pa. C.S.A. § 5511 		18 Pa. C.S.A. § 5511	      Rhode Island 	Gen. Laws 1956 § 4-1-9 to 11 	R.I. Gen. Laws §§ 4-1-9; 4-1-10; 					4-1-11                  South Carolina 	§ 16-27-30  & -40		S.C. Code Ann. § 16-17-650                                         South Dakota 	SDCL § 40-1-10.1 		SDCL § 40-1-9                                                                   Tennessee 		TCA § 39-14-203 		Tenn. Code Ann. § 39-14-203                                        Texas 		TX PENAL § 42.10 		Tex. Penal Code § 42.09	Utah 		U.C.A. § 76-9-301.1 		U.C.A. §§ 76-9-301; 76-9-301.5             Vermont 		13 VSA § 352, 353 & 364		13 V.S.A. §§352 & 353                                                Virginia 		VA Code Ann. § 3.1-796.124 	Va. Code Ann. § 3.1-796.125                            Washington 		RCW § 16.52.117 		RCW§ 16.52.117                                       West Virginia 	W. Va. Code §§ 61-8-19 to 19b 	W. Va. Code §§ 61-8-19; 61-8-19a; 					61-8-19b Wisconsin 		WSA § 951.08, 951.18 		WSA § 951.08 & 951.18                               Wyoming 		W.S. 1977 § 6-3-203 		Wyo. Stat. § 6-3-203                                           Washington, DC 	DC ST § 22-1015 Guam 		9 GCA § 70.11 Puerto Rico 		15 LPRA § 235 Virgin Islands 	VI St T. 19 § 2613a



It may be illegal: 
• To abandon a domesticated animal 
• To carry an animal in or on a vehicle in a cruel or inhumane manner 
  
Offenders convicted of cruelty may be required: 
• To undergo mental health evaluation or psychological counseling 
• To perform community service 
• To make financial restitution for animals and cost of their care 
• To not keep animals for specified period 

42 

Animal Cruelty Statutes: 
Miscellaneous Laws 
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42 – Because of the specialized nature of animal cruelty issues, and evolving public sentiment over animal welfare issues, many states have additional animal protection statutes. At least 28 states require adult and/or juvenile offenders convicted of animal cruelty to undergo pre-sentencing or post-conviction mental health evaluation and psychological counseling; this provision reflects a commitment of confronting and preventing animal abuse, ending the cycle of violence, and reducing recidivism rates.  Some states also permit courts to require offenders to forfeit their right to own animals for a specified period of time. Other statutes require offenders to perform community service and to make financial restitution for the value of the animals or the cost of their care. Many state laws declare it illegal to abandon a domesticated animal, and to carry animals in or on a motor vehicle in a cruel or inhumane manner, including locking them in a hot car. Law enforcement officers are generally permitted to break into such a car to rescue an animal in imminent distress.



• Law enforcement officer, Animal Control  
Officer (ACO), or agent of state, county or             
local  humane society or SPCA 
 
• All law enforcement and humane 
society/SPCA/ACO should work together 
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Who Enforces Animal Cruelty Laws? 
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43 – The enforcement of animal cruelty laws is a patchwork affair. Depending on the jurisdiction, particularly in smaller communities or rural areas where there is no full-time animal control or humane presence, investigation and enforcement responsibility often falls by default to police or sheriff’s deputies. In other communities, these laws may be enforced by municipal/county Animal Control Officers or empowered agents of a local nonprofit Humane Society or Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals (SPCA). (These nonprofit organizations are all independent and are not branches of any national group.)There is little consistency among Animal Control and cruelty law enforcement programs. Animal Control Officers may be under the jurisdiction of police, health, code enforcement, public works, or other departments. These individuals often have not have received professional certification or POST training and professionalism varies widely. They may not be as familiar with due process, investigations, arrest, search and seizure, preservation of evidence and crime scenes, forensics, report writing, interpersonal communication, and courtroom procedures as regular law enforcement officers are. However, they may have received specialized training in animal behavior and handling, chemical immobilization, animal first aid, capture and restraint techniques, evaluation of animal welfare, methods to identify and document animal abuse and neglect, investigation of animal fighting, and animal euthanasia, making them dedicated and valuable resources for law enforcement personnel. Law enforcement officers should work in tandem with county and municipal animal care and control agencies for the enforcement of all animal protection laws.



… a well-grounded belief based on 

identifiable, specific and objective 

facts that would cause a person of 

reasonable caution at the time to 

believe that a person is violating, is 

about  to violate,  or has violated the 

law. 
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Case Management: 
Probable Cause 
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44 – As with any other crime investigation, animal cruelty charges require establishing Probable Cause. Probable Cause is a well-grounded belief based on identifiable, specific and objective facts that would cause a person of reasonable caution at the time to believe that a person is violating, is about to violate, or has violated the law. As with any other investigation, you will have to determine probable cause through locating and evaluating evidence. 



Follow same basic procedures: 
• Securing the scene 
• Search & seizure 
• Preservation of evidence 
• Interviewing 
• Detail findings 
• Write report 
• File charges 

Bring in outside support 
• SPCA or humane society 
• Animal Control Officer 
• Animal shelter 
• Veterinarian 
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Case Management: 
Investigating Cruelty & Neglect 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
45 – When investigating suspected animal cruelty, either as an independent incident or in conjunction with a domestic violence or child abuse case, follow your standard procedures of securing the crime scene, searching and seizing, preserving evidence, interviewing, detailing your findings, writing a report, and filing charges as you would with any other crime. Due to the specialized nature of animal cruelty crimes, it may be necessary to bring in an outside expert to assist you, such as the Animal Control Officer of the jurisdictional city, township or county, or an agent from the city, county or state humane society or SPCA. In addition to the domestic violence intelligence you gather from operational dispatch, Animal Control or the humane officer may be able to inform you whether there have been prior animal cruelty or animal control complaints at the residence, or if there are animals on the premises which might pose a danger to you. These officers can also assist you with capture and restraint of animals, relocating them for possible adoption into new homes, and disposal of dead animals on the property. It may also be necessary to enlist the help of the animal shelter and/or a veterinarian, particularly if forensic evidence is needed for prosecution.



The victim’s  
veterinarian: 
  - Document 
    prior history 

Immediate first aid 

• Document animals’ condition 
• How conditions could have been prevented 
• Determine cause of death, sequence of           
 injuries, pre/post-mortem timing 
• Expert opinion whether caused by humans 
• Identify and preserve physical evidence  

 (bullets, knives, ligatures, etc.) 
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Case Management: 
“Animal CSI” –  
Veterinary Forensics 

Forensic Veterinarians 
• Necropsy 
• Expert witness 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
46 – Evidence-gathering may be enhanced by bringing in a veterinarian, especially one who is trained in the new science of veterinary forensics. In addition to providing immediate first aid and treating injuries and illnesses, the veterinarian can conduct pathology, radiology, entomology, necropsy, and other investigative techniques to document the crime scene and later to serve as an expert witness at trial.A veterinarian trained in forensics can:	- document the physical condition of the animals, changes in their condition, and their response to treatment;	- describe reasonably prudent actions and standards of care that could have prevented disease, injury or death;	- determine the cause of death, cause and sequence of injuries, and timing of pre- or post-mortem wounds;	- identify and preserve physical evidence linking the suspect to the animal’s injuries (for example, recovering ballistics, descriptions of knife wounds, types of ligatures, etc.)Another resource might be the victim’s veterinarian, who can document prior histories of the animals involved.



Arkow, P.: Breaking the Cycles of Violence: A Guide to Multi-Disciplinary Interventions.  
                 (Alameda, CA: Latham Foundation, 2003) 

1. PHYSICAL INJURIES TO ANIMALS 
• Open wounds, cuts or bruises on body 
• Bruising or bleeding to anus or genital region 
• Burns, scalds, patches of missing fur 
• Fractures, limping, inability to walk or stand 
• GSW, dart, bow & arrow wounds 
• Recreational drugs given to pets 
• Collar has grown into neck 
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Case Management: 
Common Signs of Animal 
Cruelty, Neglect and Abuse 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
47 –  Of the many physical injuries that an abuser can inflict upon an animal, some are fairly common. These include:     sores, cuts, open wounds, or bruises on the animal’s body;    bruising or bleeding to the animal’s anus or genital region;    burns, scalds, patches of missing fur;    an animal with fractures, a pronounced limp, or an inability to walk or stand normally;    evidence of gunshot wounds, or wounds from a bow & arrow, dart, or other projectile or weapon;    evidence of recreational drugs being given to pets; and a collar that is so tight it has become embedded in the animal’s neck.



2. POOR ANIMAL WELFARE 
• Thin body, emaciated, ribs prominent 
• Flea or tick infestation 
• Extremely matted fur, overgrown nails 
• Dehydration 
• Absence of adequate food or water 
• Animals kept outdoors with inadequate shelter 
• Injury or illness not receiving veterinary care 
• Abandonment: caregiver has left 
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Arkow, P.: Breaking the Cycles of Violence: A Guide to Multi-Disciplinary Interventions.  
                 (Alameda, CA: Latham Foundation, 2003) 

Case Management: 
Common Signs of Animal 
Cruelty, Neglect and Abuse 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
48 – There are many common indicators of overall poor general welfare. You may see an animal that is extremely thin, with its ribs protruding. The animal may be infested with fleas, ticks or other parasites. The fur may be extremely matted, the nails untrimmed, and the animal is in desperate need of grooming. The animal may appear severely dehydrated, and there may be no evidence of food or water. The animal may be kept outdoors in extreme weather without appropriate shelter. The animal may need veterinary attention. Or the owner may have left, and abandoned the animal behind.



3. ENVIRONMENTAL CONCERNS 
• Filth and poor sanitation 
• Animal feces and/or urine 
• Odors 
• Excessive number of animals 
           (hoarding behaviors) 
• Dead animals on property 
• Inadequate lighting, ventilation, temperature 
• Animals housed in parked cars or trucks 
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Arkow, P.: Breaking the Cycles of Violence: A Guide to Multi-Disciplinary Interventions.  
                 (Alameda, CA: Latham Foundation, 2003) 

Case Management: 
Common Signs of Animal 
Cruelty, Neglect and Abuse 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
49 – There may be severe environmental concerns that suggest animal cruelty, abuse and neglect in addition to possible public health and zoning problems. The house may be layered in filth, including animal feces and urine. You may experience horrific odors and a stench. The person may be a hoarder or collector with an excessive number of animals– including dead animals, often stored in a freezer – to which the person is emotionally attached. The animals may be housed in an area that lacks adequate heat, ventilation or light, or is filled with feces, garbage or broken glass. Sometimes the person gives up several rooms to the animals and has no room for himself or herself to sleep. The animals may be crowded in cages that are too small to allow them to stand, turn around and make normal movements. The person, or their pets, may be living in parked motor vehicles. 



4. OWNER’S BEHAVIORS CAUSE CONCERN 
• Witness sees owner hitting or beating animal 
• Owners yelling or threatening physical harm 
• Unable to afford human or animal food 
• People eating animal food 
• Living in isolation, poor personal hygiene 
• Sexual abuse of animals 
• Dog- or cock-fighting paraphernalia 
• Ritualistic, religious or satanic sacrifice 
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Arkow, P.: Breaking the Cycles of Violence: A Guide to Multi-Disciplinary Interventions.  
                 (Alameda, CA: Latham Foundation, 2003) 

Case Management: 
Common Signs of Animal 
Cruelty, Neglect and Abuse 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
50 – Finally, the owner’s behavior, or statements from victims and witnesses, may suggest a case of animal cruelty or an individual in need of mental health or social services interventions. You may see the owner hitting, kicking or beating an animal, or yelling and threatening physical harm to it. You may find pets that are very well-fed but adults and children who are undernourished or eating animal food; or people eating well but animals that are starving.  These individuals may be living in isolation, with few social contacts and poor personal hygiene. There may be evidence of sexual abuse of animals, dog- or cock-fighting, or animal sacrifices.



1. Perpetuates the landscape of terror 
2. Demonstrates the abuser’s power 
3. You’re next! 
4. Removes a source of comfort 
5. Prevents her from leaving 
6. Reinforces the idea that there’s no safe place for her to go 
71% of pet-owning women entering a shelter reported their husband or 
boyfriend killed, harmed or threatened an animal. 

Animal-abusing batterers are more dangerous, and employ  
more forms of domestic violence. 
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Case Management: 
Animal Abuse  
and 
Domestic Violence 

41% of batterers have histories of animal cruelty. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
51 – In addition to investigating animal cruelty as a stand-alone crime, an officer may have to consider acts of animal abuse perpetrated within the dynamics of power and control so common in domestic violence. Women are often pets’ primary caregivers and their strong emotional ties to their pets make them especially vulnerable to abusers who exploit these attachments. Batterers often kill, harm or threaten animals to demonstrate their power and demoralize their victims. By harming the animal, the batterer controls his victim and warns her that she could be next. She becomes fearful of what might happen to her animals if she leaves, and many victims do not escape for this very reason. Children raised in this environment come to see violence as normal and often grow up and repeat the cycles of violence.	For many domestic violence survivors, pets are an emotional support in times of fear and isolation. The safety of animals and children must also be considered when victims are faced with the decision to leave an abusive situation.The statistics are dramatic: as many as 71% of women in safe houses report their animals have been harmed. 41% of batterers have histories of animal cruelty. Domestic violence batterers who also abuse animals are more dangerous, and are more likely to employ sexual violence, marital rape, emotional violence, stalking, and controlling behaviors.  In these cases, your observations of the family’s interactions, and the testimony of victims and witnesses, can be crucial in establishing the details of a case and a pattern of family violence that includes multiple human and animal victims and repeated victimization.



•  Follow S.O.P. 
•  Be on alert for abused or aggressive animals 

• Location of human & animal victims 
• First aid for humans (and animals) 
• Document victim/witness statements (including animal care) 
• Describe human and animal injuries 
• Separate victim and suspect 
• Observing animals’ care may help describe parties’ 
 relationship with each other 
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Animals at a Domestic Violence Scene 

Case Management: 
Interviewing and Investigating 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
52 – When arriving at a potential domestic violence scene, the officer should conduct the investigation in accordance with standard operating procedures, while being on extra alert for animals which might have been abused or which might attack the officer and other parties at the scene. Your procedure should include:- Describe the location of human and animal victims upon arrival.- Administer first aid to the human victim or contact EMS, as appropriate, if needed; an Animal Control Officer, SPCA or humane society agent or veterinarian may be needed to provide first aid to the animals or remove the animals.- Document statements made by the victim or witnesses, including references to how the animals were treated or acts of violence against them.- Describe in detail the injuries to any human and animal victims.- Physically separate the victim and the suspect in different rooms and interview them independently.- The way that animals are regarded in a household is a mirror of interpersonal relationships. When documenting the relationship between the suspect and victim, ask questions about the suspect’s history and relationship with the animals, such as who cared for them or who paid their food and vet bills. Asking questions about the animals and their welfare is an effective tool for initiating a conversation safely, for showing compassion, and for generating background information to help you establish the dynamics and situation of the family.

http://texasjusticeforall.files.wordpress.com/2009/01/vicious-dog1.jpg


• Document history of different types of abuse 
• Are there court or restraining orders? 
• Any children or animals at risk? 
• Did children witness the incident? 
• Document info about living & dead animals,  
 history and abuse 
• Photograph animal conditions & injuries 

“If it isn’t in the report,  
it DID NOT HAPPEN!!!” 
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Animals at a Domestic Violence Scene 

Case Management: 
Interviewing and Investigating 

The job isn’t over  
until the paperwork  
is done… 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
53 - Include relevant information about the animals’ history and abuse in your report:- Document if there is a history of animal abuse in addition to domestic violence, child abuse or elder abuse. Prior incidents of animal cruelty may be relevant.- Document if there are any temporary restraining or protection court orders. 28 states now specifically allow courts to include pets in domestic violence protection orders.- Determine whether there are children or animals likely to be endangered, or if any children witnessed the incident. In some states, animal cruelty perpetrated in the presence of a child is a separate and more serious offense.- Document the names, ages, breeds, species, and gender of any animals affected by the incident. The presence of deceased animals on the premises may also be significant. - Include photographs of animals, and of injuries to them, when gathering photographic evidence. An examining veterinarian may also provide photographic  x-ray and forensic evidence. - And remember:  Include everything in your report: if it isn’t in the report, it did not happen!



• People love to talk about their 
animals… 
 
• Victims more willing to talk  
about animal incidents… 
 
• If he’s hurting the animals,  
•she WILL BE NEXT 
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Animals at a Domestic Violence Scene 

Case Management: 
Interviewing and Investigating 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
54 – Many people are more comfortable talking about the injury or incident involving the animals than about their own troubles. Because people like to talk about their animals, asking about animals is a safe, neutral way to start a dialogue. Starting your inquiry with questions about the animals may help diffuse a tense situation, stimulate a conversation, and open the door to other important pieces of information. Especially in a domestic violence scenario, your expressing understanding, support and concern for the welfare of the pets may help establish trust with the victim, earning confidence. It is also an effective way to warn her that if he’s hurting the animals, she will be next.



Impounds 
Short- or long-term housing 
Particular challenges: 

• Large numbers 
• Pit bulls 
• Horses and livestock 
• Exotic animals 
• Wildlife 

18% - 48% of  
battered women  
fear for their  
animals’ welfare 
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Case Management: 
Animal Housing Options 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
55 – It may be necessary to have the Humane Society, SPCA or animal control shelter impound animals or provide short- or long-term safekeeping. This may be a challenge if there are a large number of animals involved, or if there are fighting animals, wildlife, livestock, horses, or unusual species. The need for shelter may be critical in a domestic violence scenario: as many as 48% of domestic violence victims say they will not leave their abusers for fear for what might happen to the animals in their absence. It is very important to establish lines of communication with animal shelters in advance to be able to provide for these animals when the need arises, and to reassure the victim that the animals will be taken care of.



Options for animals: cruelty seizures 
• Surrender for adoption 
• Declare abandoned 
• Impound on premises 
• Euthanasia 
 

Options for domestic violence survivors: 
• “Safe Haven” referrals 
• On-site “SAF-T” housing 
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Case Management: 
Animal Housing Options 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
56 – There are several options for animals seized in cruelty investigations or for survivors of domestic violence.They may be surrendered or declared to be abandoned and taken to the animal shelter, where they may be made available for adoption into new homes. Large numbers of animals may be impounded on-site and cared for under shelter supervision. Animals that are too unhealthy or aggressive to be adopted may need veterinary care or to be euthanized. For domestic violence survivors leaving their abuser, two options are available for their animals:OFF-SITE FOSTER CARE: hundreds of women’s shelters have established referral programs with animal shelters, rescue groups, and veterinarians to provide “Safe Haven” foster care for the pets while their owners are in safe houses and transition housing. ON-SITE PET SAFEKEEPING: Dozens of women‘s shelters have established “SAF-T” (Sheltering Animals and Families Together) programs, in which animal kennels are built at the safe house so women can bring their pets with them. 



Assessment of Dangerousness in 
Perpetrators of Animal Cruelty 

• Victim vulnerability (size, age, harmlessness) 
• Number of victims 
• Severity of injury 
• Use of fire 
• Repetitive injuries (multiple wounds) on individual victims  
• Multiple forms of injuries (e.g., stabbing and burning) 
• Victim was bound or physically incapacitated 
• Duration of abuse 
• Act was committed with high risk of detection… 
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Case Management: 
Risk Assessment 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
57 – While all acts of animal cruelty, abuse and neglect are crimes, some incidents are considered more serious than others, particularly when the animal abuse is linked to a domestic violence investigation. Dr. Randall Lockwood of the American Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals has identified a number of risk factors in animal cruelty cases that most frequently suggest that the perpetrator is at greater risk of committing interpersonal crimes. These include:- Victim vulnerability: for example, the animal is perceived to be very vulnerable, based upon its size, age, or degree of harmlessness- The number of victims involved: several animal victims being harmed, either sequentially or in a group, suggest a perpetrator with more callous disregard for animals’ feelings- The severity of injuries inflicted- The use of fire in the abuse, particularly while the animal is still alive- Repetitive injuries, such as multiple stab or beating wounds, on an animal victim- Inflicting multiple forms of injuries on an animal, for example, both stabbing and burning- Binding or otherwise physically incapacitating the victim. Perpetrators seem to be particularly fond of using duct tape on animals.- An act of torture that was prolonged- Committing the crime despite a high risk of detection or being observed …
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Assessment of Dangerousness in 
Perpetrators of Animal Cruelty 

Case Management: 
Risk Assessment 

• Other illegal acts were committed 
• Individual was the instigator with multiple perpetrators 
• Animal cruelty was used to threaten, intimidate or coerce a 

human victim 
• Animal mutilation or postmortem dismemberment 
• Animal was sexually assaulted; mutilated genitals; sexual 

arousal 
• Perpetrator documented the act of abuse 

-- Created by Dr. Randall Lockwood 
Most dangerous: persistent, severe,  
Without remorse or restraint 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
58 – (continued) Whether the perp committed other illegal acts at the scene The individual was the instigator of an act that involved multiple perpetrators Animal cruelty was used to threaten, intimidate or coerce a human victim The animal was subjected to mutilation or postmortem dismemberment The animal was sexually assaulted or mutilated in its genital areas, or the perpetrator indicated he received sexual arousal as a result of the abuse The perpetrator documented the act of abuse through photographs, video or audio recording, or diary entries. Often, perpetrators will relive the experience by watching these “snuff” videos or photos, and share them with friends. Also, tapes or photos of the torture, or pieces of the animal, may be sent to the human victim as a form of emotional abuse and coercion. And again, remember that researchers have found that the most dangerous animal abusers are those whose acts of animal cruelty are persistent, severe, and without remorse or restraint. 



1. Legal Concerns 
• No “standing” of animals 
• History of laws 
• Lower priority of cases 
• Proving intent of perp 
• Terminology of statutes 
• Lack of witnesses 
• Trivialization “No battered woman ever 

ran back to an abuser to 
protect her toaster.” 
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Animal Abuse Case Management: 
Challenges in Cruelty Cases 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
59 – Investigation and prosecution of animal cruelty cases are particularly challenging, especially when domestic violence is also involved. These challenges include several legal concerns:- Standing: Despite our strong emotional ties with them, animals are considered by the law to lack “standing”: they are property, no different in the eyes of the law than a toaster. No battered woman ever ran back to an abuser to protect her toaster. They will, however, stay with the abuser to protect their pets.- History: Many animal cruelty laws date from the 19th Century and were designed to protect working horses rather than companion animals.- Lower priority: Most animal protection laws are misdemeanors, resulting in lower priority for law enforcement, prosecutors and judges. However, cruelty cases are often highly charged and generate considerable public and media sympathy.- Intent: Building evidentiary findings to prove that maltreatment occurred is notoriously difficult: trying to establish that the suspect intended to harm the animal is even more so.- Terminology: Statutory language often uses “cruelty,” while the child protection, domestic violence and adult protection fields use the more neutral terms “abuse” or “neglect” which imply that maltreatment occurred without requiring an intentional motive.- Witnesses: Animal cruelty cases often do not have a victim who can testify.- Trivialization: Cases involving animals are often trivialized by law enforcement, prosecutors and judges. The connections between animal abuse and human violence, however, demonstrate that animal cruelty cases are also human safety issues that cannot be ignored.

http://toaster.me/wp-content/uploads/2010/02/woman-with-toaster.gif


2.  Emotional Issues 
• Victim’s emotional state 
• Fear for self, children, animals 
• Fear for suspect 
• Immobilization and shock 
• Hopelessness/Helplessness 
• Self-blame 
• Isolation 
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Animal Abuse Case Management: 
Challenges in Cruelty Cases 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
60 – Other challenges are of an emotional nature. As in many domestic violence situations, the victim is often in a highly charged emotional state, fearful for her own safety and for the safety of her children and animals. She may have conflicting emotions regarding the batterer and what might happen to him. She may be in a state of shock and immobilized by physical, financial and other concerns. She may feel that the situation is hopeless. She may feel helpless to effect any change, or she may blame herself. She may feel isolated and think she has no place to turn. Letting her pet her animals may help calm her down. 



• Explain that they’re safe and you’re 

there to help 

• Are there any animals needing help? 

• Can someone look after her pets? 

• Women’s shelters may offer foster care 

• Include pets in protection orders 

• Has there been any cruelty? 

• SPCA /Animal Control can corroborate 

• Charge with animal cruelty 
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Animal Abuse Case Management: 
Responding to the Challenges 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
61 –All law enforcement officers know that domestic violence cases are highly risky, difficult and frustrating: they’re “lose-lose” all the way around. However, by looking at domestic violence through the lens of animal cruelty, you may be able to gain the trust and cooperation of the victim and the perp. Strategies that you can use on the scene include:Explain that they are safe and that you are there to help them and their family.Routinely ask questions about whether there are pets in the home and if they have ever been harmed or threatened. Warn her that if he’s hurting the pets, she will be next. Ask the victim if she has a regular vet, pet-sitter, neighbor, friend or boarding kennel who could care for her animals while she goes to the women’s shelter.Advise her that many women’s shelters can help her find foster care for the pets, or will allow her to bring her pets with her so she doesn’t have to remain with the batterer just to care for the animals.If she gets a protection-from-abuse order, the judge can make the perp stay away from the animals as well as from her and her children.Ask if there has been any history of animal cruelty. Animal abuse may be seen by the courts and child welfare agencies as important information in pre-sentence investigation reports, psychological assessments, questions of custody and visitation rights, removal of children, and court-imposed restrictions on the suspect’s right to keep animals.Work with animal control officers and humane societies/SPCAs to document any history of complaints against the accused. This information can help a prosecutor get the bigger picture.Where there is insufficient evidence to pursue a domestic violence charge, there may be enough evidence to bring animal cruelty charges.



Open and maintain lines of communication  
with animal organizations: 
• Animal Control 

• www.nacanet.org 
•  Animal shelters and specialty groups 

• World Animal Net: www.worldanimal.net 
• Veterinarians 

• State Veterinary Medical Associations 
• www.IVFSA.org 

•  Pet resources for domestic violence survivors 
• www.safeplaceforpets.org 
• www.alliephillips.com 

•  Resources on animal abuse’s Links with human violence 
• www.NationalLinkCoalition.org 
• www.sheriffs.org 
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Animal Abuse Case Management: 
Responding to the Challenges 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
62 – Thinking preventively, law enforcement agencies can address the animal abuse/domestic violence links in several ways:- Establish lines of communication in advance with animal control and humane agencies, so that when a situation arises, you know who to call. These agencies include:	- Your local animal control officers. 	- Local animal shelters	- VeterinariansIf you are not familiar with these agencies in your community, there are national networks to help you locate them:Animal Control: The National Animal Care and Control Association maintains a list of state animal control associations at www.nacanet.org to help you identify local contacts.	Animal shelters and resources for unusual animals: You can find a directory of local animal organizations at www.worldanimal.net	Veterinarians: Many state Veterinary Medical Associations maintain an online database of vets by geography, practice specialty, 24-hour emergency services, etc. The International Veterinary Forensic Sciences Association (www.ivfsa.org) can help you locate trained forensic veterinarians in your area.	Pet resources for domestic violence survivors: A directory of domestic violence shelters that have relationships with local animal programs is available at www.safeplaceforpets.org. A directory of women’s shelters that allow pets on-site is available at www.alliephillips.com. Extensive resources on the Links between animal abuse and interpersonal violence are available from www.NationalLinkCoalition.org and the National Sheriffs’ Association’s National Law Enforcement Center on Animal Abuse at www.sheriffs.org
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Open and maintain lines of communication  
with human and social services agencies: 
 
• Domestic Violence 

• Women’s shelters 
• State and national coalitions against domestic violence 
• National Coalition Against Domestic Violence (www.ncadv.org) 
 

• Child Abuse & Neglect 
• County Child Protective Services (CPS) 
• Child Welfare Information Gateway (www.childwelfare.gov) 
 

• Elder Abuse 
• County Adult Protective Services (APS) 
• National Center on Elder Abuse (www.ncea.aoa.gov) 

 
 

Animal Abuse Case Management: 
Responding to the Challenges 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
63 – When an investigation uncovers other forms of family violence, an extensive network of human and social services agencies is available to assist.	- For Domestic Violence:  Many communities have sheltering facilities for victims of domestic violence. Check with your state coalition against domestic violence or the national directory at www.domesticshelters.org   	- Child Abuse: each state has its own definitions of child abuse and neglect based upon minimum standards set by federal law. Each state has its own child welfare system with specific procedures to receive and investigate reports of possible child maltreatment, provide services to families who need help protecting their children, and provide foster care for children. Reports of possible child abuse and neglect are received by Child Protective Services (CPS) workers who evaluate whether there is sufficient information to warrant an investigation. Each county has a CPS agency within such state departments or divisions as Human & Social Services, or Children, Youth & Family Services. The U.S. Department of Health and Human Services’ Child Welfare Information Gateway maintains a directory of state child welfare agencies and reporting hotlines at www.childwelfare.gov/organizations 	- Elder Abuse: Adult Protective Services (APS) is the principal public agency responsible for investigating elder and vulnerable adult abuse and for providing victims with treatment and protective services. Usually, the Adult Protective Services Unit, Area Agency on Aging, or County Department of Social Services is the designated agency. The U.S. Administration on Aging’s National Center on Elder Abuse is the national resource center on the prevention of elder mistreatment, neglect and exploitation and maintains a directory of state APS agencies at www.ncea.aoa.gov.



 DVRT’s help victims with: 
 Emotional support 
 Information on domestic violence 
 Community resources 
 Safety plans 

 Decrease trauma experienced by victims and their children 
 Increase victims’ ability to make educated decisions about options 

• Awareness of community services 
• Assist victims with the legal process  

Invite Animal Care & Control 
agencies to join DVRT… 
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Domestic Violence Response Team (DVRT) 
 

Animal Abuse Case Management: 
Responding to the Challenges 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
64 –Domestic Violence Response Teams in many communities assist victims with emotional support, safety planning, identifying resources, reducing trauma to victims and their children, and helping them make educated decisions about their options. These teams often operate as partnerships between local police departments and other community agencies SPCAs, humane societies, and animal control agencies typically have not been part of these teams, but should be invited to participate to provide valuable input and resources.



• Training for the Criminal Justice System 
 - Prosecutors 
 - Judges 
 - Probation & Parole departments 
 

• Include pets in DV safety 
plans 
 

• Create statewide database of 
cruelty cases 
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Other opportunities for collaboration: 
 

Animal Abuse Case Management: 
Responding to the Challenges 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
65 – Law enforcement can help train prosecutors, judges, and probation & parole personnel on the significance of animal cruelty, especially as it affects family violence. Victims’ services units can encourage domestic violence survivors to include pets in their safety plans. Including animal cruelty in the National Incident-Based Reporting System’s Uniform Crime Reports will enable law enforcement agencies to compile statewide statistics of cruelty case incidence. 



1. Ignorance of animals’ needs 
2. Inability to empathize with animals 
3. Have poor coping skills (release their            

frustration and anger when under stress) 
4. Perpetrators are socialized to abuse 
5. To demonstrate power & control 
6. Do not believe animals worthy of moral consideration) 
7. Cultural norms condone it 
8. To retaliate against animal 
9. To retaliate against a person 
10. Way to express one’s aggressiveness 
11. To shock people for amusement 
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Conclusion: 
Why Do People Abuse Animals? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
66 – The reasons why people harm animals are as complex as the reasons why they are violent towards each other. Over the years, many theories have been advanced to explain the psychological underpinnings for cruelty to animals. We now know that animal abuse, like other forms of family violence, is a matter of power and control, and in a domestic violence situation it is often used to threaten, coerce, intimidate or terrorize human victims. 
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Research – By the Numbers 
 13% of intentional animal abuse cases involve domestic violence.  (HSUS, 2001) 

 
 18% - 48% of battered women don’t escape to protect pets or livestock. 
                   (Ascione, 2007) 

 63% of aggressive inmates had deliberately hurt animals as a child. 
                                       (Schiff, Louw & Ascione, 1999) 

 70% of animal abusers also have other criminal records.       (Arluke & Luke, 1997) 

 
 71% of women in shelters reported their batterer injured, killed or 
threatened pets for revenge or psychological control.                        (Ascione, 1998) 

 
 88% of families investigated for physical child abuse also had abused or 
neglected pets.                      (DeViney, Dickert & Lockwood, 1983) 

 
 97% of DV victims whose batterers also abused pets report emotional 
violence; 91% report physical violence.                                (Simmons & Lehman, 2007) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
67 – We also now know that animal abuse is closely linked with other forms of family violence. 13% of intentional animal abuse cases involve domestic violence. Twelve studies have found that as many as 48% of battered women do not escape out of fear for what would happen to their animals should they leave. One study of aggressive offenders reported that 63% of them had deliberately hurt animals as a child. 70% of animal abusers were reported to have other criminal records. 71% of women entering shelters have reported that their batterer injured, killed or threatened their pets. 88% of families being investigated for physical child abuse reported abused animals in their homes as well. And 91% of domestic violence victims whose batterers also abused pets reported physical violence used against them, and 97% reported emotional violence.



1. Take reports of animal                        
cruelty seriously. Animal                                                    
abuse is a crime in itself                                                               
and often just the tip of                                                                
the iceberg.                                                                       
   

2. Be familiar with anti-                                                            
cruelty laws and recognize that animal investigations often 
uncover other serious crimes.                                                   
  

3. Get to know animal care and control officers in your area 
and work with them. 
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Conclusion: What You Can Do 

Animal Abuse: 

It’s the Tip 

of the 

Iceberg… 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
68 – We encourage all law enforcement personnel to take cases of animal abuse seriously, particularly when they are linked to other forms of family violence. Gang units, arson investigators and victim services teams should pay particular attention to the possibility of animal abuse. In addition to being a crime in itself, animal abuse is very often the “tip of the iceberg” and the first point of law enforcement or social services intervention. Investigation of animal cruelty cases frequently uncovers other crimes and families needing assistance. Become familiar with the animal cruelty laws in your jurisdiction and the officers who enforce them. 



4. Be aware of the role of pets                                             
in family disputes.     
    

5. People often talk more easily                                            
about their pets than about                                         
people -- use that to your                                      
advantage. 
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Conclusion: What You Can Do 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
69 – Be aware how pets are often used as pawns by batterers expressing control over domestic violence victims. And use the fact that people are more willing to talk about their pets than their own issues to your advantage as a way to gain information in your investigations.

http://olesem.doi.gov/jobs/images/Police Officer patroling at HooverDam.jpg


• Because you care 
 

• Because it’s another way  
   to get a lowlife  
   OFF THE STREET! 

• Because it’s a crime 
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Conclusion: Why Should  
Law Enforcement Care  
About Animal Cruelty? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
70 - Animal cruelty cases are now seen as a serious issue by law enforcement and the courts. The public gets highly emotional about animal abuse and reacts vigorously to these cases. 99% of Americans consider their pets to be close companions or family members. Recognizing the links between animal cruelty and other family violence can provide an early and timely response to those who are, or who are at risk of becoming, a threat to the safety of others. It can provide more effective law enforcement, get lowlifes off the street, and better serve and protect the safety of American communities
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Animal Abuse and Family Violence: 
Partners in Crime 

The Latham Foundation Animal Abuse & Family Violence Prevention Project 
1826 Clement Avenue 
Alameda, CA 94501 
www.latham.org 
(510) 521-0920 
For more information: 
 Phil Arkow, Chair – arkowpets@snip.net   856-627-5118 

A Training Presentation for Law Enforcement Officers 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
- For More Information	Phil Arkow, Chair, Animal Abuse & Family Violence Prevention Project, The Latham Foundation	arkowpets@snip.netWebsites		The Latham Foundation	www.latham.org 	The National LINK Coalition	www.NationalLinkCoalition.org	BooksArkow, P. (2003). Breaking the cycles of violence: A guide to multi-disciplinary interventions. A handbook for child protection, domestic violence and animal protection agencies. Alameda, CA: Latham Foundation.Ascione, F. R. (2005). Children and animals: Exploring the roots of kindness and cruelty. West Lafayette, IN: Purdue University Press. Ascione, F. R., & Arkow, P. (Eds.) (1999). Child abuse, domestic violence and animal abuse: Linking the circles of compassion for prevention and intervention. West Lafayette, IN: Purdue University Press.Carlisle-Frank, P. & Flanagan, T. (2006). Silent victims: Recognizing and stopping abuse of the family pet. Lanham, MD: University Press of America.Lockwood, R. (2012). Dogfighting: A Guide for Community Action. Washington, DC: U.S. Department of Justice Office of Community Oriented Policing Services.   Phillips, A. (2014). Understanding The Link between Violence to Animals and People: A Guidebook for Criminal Justice Professionals. Alexandria, Va.: National District Attorneys Association. Phillips, A. & Lockwood, R. (2013). Investigating and Prosecuting Animal Abuse: A Guidebook on Safer Communities, Safer Families & Being an Effective Voice for Animal Victims. Alexandria, Va.: National District Attorneys Association. Randour, M. L. & Davidson, H. (2008). A common bond: Maltreated children and animals in the home -- Guidelines for practice and policy. Englewood, CO: American Humane Association.Zilney, L. A. (2007). Linking animal cruelty and family violence. Youngstown, NY: Cambria Press. Articles Arkow, P. (1996). The relationships between animal abuse and other forms of family violence. Family Violence & Sexual Assault Bulletin, 12,(1-2) 29-34.Ascione, F.R. (2001). Animal Abuse and Youth Violence. Juvenile Justice Bulletin, U.S. Department of Justice, Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention, September.Chicago Crime Commission (2004). RAV2: Reduce animal violence, reduce all violence: A program to amplify human and animal violence prevention and reduction by targeting dog fighting and animal cruelty. Action Alert (August), pp. 1-5.Gullone, E. & Clarke, J.P. (2008). Animal abuse, cruelty, and welfare: An Australian perspective. In, F.R. Ascione, ed.: International Handbook of Animal Abuse and Cruelty: Theory, Research, and Application. West Lafayette, IN: Purdue University Press, pp. 305-334.Lockwood, R. (2000). Cruelty to Animals and Human Violence. Arlington, VA: International Association of Chiefs of Police, Training Key # 526.Lockwood, R. & Church, A. (1996). Deadly serious: An FBI perspective on animal cruelty Humane Society News, Fall, 27-30. 
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